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Emerging Opportunities for Digital Health

Digital health technologies have emerged in recent years, providing opportunities for engaging with consumers and integrating with the health care system to realize precision medicine, defined as "an evidence-based approach to the care of people and patients that uses innovative tools and data science to customize disease prevention, detection, and treatment; improve the effectiveness and quality of care; and sustain health" [1]. These technologies—including smartphone applications (apps), wearables (e.g., Fitbit, Apple Watch), and mobile-device-based tools—can make health care and management of health and wellness more efficient for patients and clinicians and can support research. Digital health technologies offer consumers, patients, and clinicians the opportunity to interact with personal health data and the health care system in a way that has not been available previously.

One such tool—the fertility app, Glow—helps users who are trying to conceive track data such as ovulation, physical symptoms, and diet and exercise [2]. The company has amassed a wealth of user-reported data and, in a study, claimed that conception rates are significantly higher in the population that frequently uses the app compared to those who do not [3]. Other health tracking apps increasingly popular among consumers track user-reported food and water intake, as well as steps walked, heart rate, and sleeping patterns by pairing with a wearable device. From 2014 to 2016, wearable use increased by 12 percent, reflecting use by 21 percent of consumers surveyed across seven countries [4]. One wearable company, Fitbit, increased its active user base from 16.9 million in 2015 to 23.2 million by the end of 2016 [5].

While tracking devices are popular with physically active individuals, they can also be useful for helping consumers with chronic diseases such as chronic heart failure. For example, a wireless scale can be used to track weight and a diet app to record nutritional information—behaviors important for controlling their condition. Other digital health apps have shown potential to improve health care decision making and management, including glucometers that can connect with smartphones to help those with type 1 diabetes and sensors that can attach to inhalers to help those with asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. According to a 2016 survey, 76 percent of patients who were instructed by a physician to use a wearable to track lifestyle, fitness, or vitals complied with the doctor's request [4].

In the field of genomics and precision health, digital health apps are also making their way onto the market. For instance, Helix launched a DNA app store in July 2017 that acts as a "one stop shop" for interested individuals to interact with their genomic data [6]. The Scripps Translational Science Institute's MyGeneRank study is using genetic information received from users of 23andMe, a personal genetics company [7], to assess genetic risk for coronary heart disease and reporting it back through a mobile app [8]. Other research efforts, such as the All of Us Research Program, hope to use wearables and other home-health technologies to gather environmental and personal health measurements to correlate with patient outcomes data [9,10].
Given the short amount of time that mobile health apps have been on the market, and their growth to date, it is not unreasonable to assume that these will continue to be adopted and grow in popularity and use among consumers as other technologies have done. While there is potential for these technologies to improve health, there are still many challenges that must be addressed, including data quality, consumer access to data, others’ access to data, data use, and regulatory oversight. The direct-to-consumer (DTC) genomics industry, which has been increasingly moving into the clinical health space over the last 10 years, offers insights for digital health technologies that may help companies navigate integration within health systems. Like digital apps, DTC genomics companies like 23andMe and Helix have become increasingly common, offering consumers the opportunity to gain insights into their genetics. By providing health-related data with potential applications in health care and encouraging patients to take a more active approach in their health decision making, these DTC genomics companies represent a new hybrid business model combining a traditional medical device and consumer product. As DTC genomics has evolved, the industry has had to grapple with many of the same issues now facing the digital health industry. Here we review a number of these key issues and identify recommendations for those working in the digital health space.

Key Challenges

Regulatory Uncertainty

The regulatory uncertainty surrounding laboratory developed tests (LDTs) created a challenge for DTC genomics testing companies from the outset. Although LDTs first came under FDA authority in 1976, the agency had for decades exercised “enforcement discretion,” meaning that the laboratories developing and performing the tests were not required to obtain FDA clearance or approval for marketing [20].

Many companies incorrectly assumed that DTC genetic tests, which often were also LDTs, would fall under this same enforcement discretion and thus were unprepared for the regulatory challenges that followed [13] (see Box 1).

A key lesson for app developers is the importance of understanding the regulatory landscape, the differences in regulatory categories (i.e., drugs, medical devices, and diagnostics), and their place in it in order to assess what requirements they will need to fulfill to market their products and services. For example, it may be important to understand and plan for what is needed to demonstrate analytical and clinical validity at the beginning of product development. The FDA’s 2013 warning letter to 23andMe cited the company’s failure to provide sufficient information to support the analytical and clinical validity of the test. This requirement was predicated on the FDA’s assessment that the 23andMe product was a medical device and thus required to meet certain standards for that type of regulatory category, which the FDA has subsequently published.

Many parallels can be seen between the regulation of DTC tests and mobile health tools, the latter referred to by the FDA in three categories: mobile platforms, mobile apps, and mobile medical apps. Mobile medical apps meet the definition of a device; mobile platforms are handheld commercial off-the-shelf computing platforms, such as smartphones and tablets; and mobile apps are software applications that are run on mobile platforms. Current FDA regulations explain that the FDA uses a tiered approach to oversight [21]. The agency’s focus is on apps and devices that meet the definition of a medical device and that present a significant risk to patients if the apps or devices do not work as intended. The FDA does not apply regulatory requirements to mobile health tools that are not considered mobile medical apps. For example, a mobile app may potentially be used as a tool to help an individual be aware of their risk for skin cancer based on an image provided by the end user; however, the app would have to meet much stricter regulatory requirements if it were to diagnose that individual with skin cancer and/or provide a treatment plan, rather than give general guidance that the user should consult a physician. Regulation of digital health products will necessitate developers being aware of appropriate regulatory pathways, specific regulatory requirements (or lack thereof), and what will be needed to demonstrate performance.

Consumers versus the Health Care System

Analytical Validity, Clinical Validity, and Clinical Utility

Central to the question of how DTC health information should be integrated into health care are issues
Companies began offering direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing in or around the early 2000s, primarily focusing on nutrigenetics. This drew the scrutiny of multiple federal agencies, leading to a 2006 US Government Accountability Office (GAO) report that raised serious concerns about the accuracy and interpretation of DTC genetic tests, as well as their lack of regulatory oversight [11]. In an effort to educate consumers about the potential risks and benefits of purchasing at-home genetic tests, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) published a general guidance, drawing on information from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The guidance advised consumers to approach these tests with skepticism and encouraged consumers to involve physicians when interpreting their test results [12]. The guidance highlighted some of the potential concerns for consumers engaging with these tests, including analytical and clinical validity and clinical utility. The points on which this guidance touched remain at the forefront of the DTC genomics discussion.

By 2007, companies such as deCODE Genetics and 23andMe began to market more complex DTC genetic tests to the public [13], sparking much interest among consumers and concern among regulators about the potential benefits and harms. Companies provided health reports that linked a participant’s genotype results to associations with disease risks, as well as physical and personality traits. In 2008, the DTC genetic testing service from 23andMe was named Time’s Invention of the Year [14]. The company 23andMe’s “$399 saliva test that estimates your predisposition for more than 90 traits and conditions” was considered a pioneer of retail genetic testing [14]. By late 2009, 23andMe and another company, Pathway Genomics, had increased their offerings by adding information that was considered “actionable” for health care decision making, such as testing for rare variants, drug response based on genetics (pharmacogenetics), and carrier screening [15]. New DTC genetic testing companies continued to join the field, despite ongoing regulatory scrutiny. With minimal federal regulations from the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) of 1988 already in place [16], discussion regarding the best way to proceed quickly gained attention and continued for many years.

At the same time, the clinical genetic testing regulatory system continued to face scrutiny. The Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetics, Health, and Society at the National Institutes of Health released an extensive report related to clinical genetic testing in 2008 that pointed out major gaps in the current regulations and offered solutions to many of these problems [17]. The GAO issued a second report in 2010. Several professional societies also issued statements in opposition to DTC genetic testing, maintaining that such testing should be performed and interpreted by medical professionals. In 2010, the FDA held a public workshop on DTC genetic testing to gather more feedback to inform developing policy. Some claimed that DTC tests did not fall under the FDA’s jurisdiction because they reported educational information, however, the FDA’s position was always that DTC tests were medical devices. In 2010, the FDA sent letters to several DTC genomics companies informing them that their tests were medical devices that provided data on “genetic predispositions for important health conditions and medication sensitivities,” as well as pharmacogenetics results that might influence drug treatment. The letters also indicated that these tests did not have FDA clearance or approval. In 2013, the FDA issued a warning letter to 23andMe that prevented it from marketing any health-related genetic reports until the FDA authorization was obtained. In the letter, the FDA stated that it had given the company various opportunities to comply with feedback on analytical and clinical validity requirements for its tests and potential regulatory pathways to pursue, but the agency had received little indication that the company was taking the necessary steps toward compliance [18].

Though these DTC companies have faced some practical hurdles in recent years, the field continues to learn from early challenges and evolve. For example, 23andMe’s Bloom syndrome carrier test report was authorized in 2015, and the FDA exempted this kind of device from premarket review moving forward. Alberto Gutierrez, then director of the Office of In Vitro Diagnostics and Radiological Health at the FDA said, “The FDA believes that in many circumstances it is not necessary for consumers to go through a licensed practitioner to have direct access to their personal genetic information.” This was followed, in April 2017, by the FDA’s decision to authorize 23andMe to market DTC tests that provide information on an individual’s genetic predisposition to certain medical diseases or conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease and late-onset Alzheimer’s disease [19]. While 23andMe currently has the only DTC genetic test to receive FDA authorization, these recent innovative regulatory decisions define a clear path to market for additional DTC genetic tests and are likely to pave the way for expansion of the DTC genetic test industry.

**Box 1 | The Rise of Direct-to-Consumer Genomics**

Companies began offering direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing in or around the early 2000s, primarily focusing on nutrigenetics. This drew the scrutiny of multiple federal agencies, leading to a 2006 US Government Accountability Office (GAO) report that raised serious concerns about the accuracy and interpretation of DTC genetic tests, as well as their lack of regulatory oversight [11]. In an effort to educate consumers about the potential risks and benefits of purchasing at-home genetic tests, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) published a general guidance, drawing on information from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The guidance advised consumers to approach these tests with skepticism and encouraged consumers to involve physicians when interpreting their test results [12]. The guidance highlighted some of the potential concerns for consumers engaging with these tests, including analytical and clinical validity and clinical utility. The points on which this guidance touched remain at the forefront of the DTC genomics discussion.

By 2007, companies such as deCODE Genetics and 23andMe began to market more complex DTC genetic tests to the public [13], sparking much interest among consumers and concern among regulators about the potential benefits and harms. Companies provided health reports that linked a participant’s genotype results to associations with disease risks, as well as physical and personality traits. In 2008, the DTC genetic testing service from 23andMe was named Time’s Invention of the Year [14]. The company 23andMe’s “$399 saliva test that estimates your predisposition for more than 90 traits and conditions” was considered a pioneer of retail genetic testing [14]. By late 2009, 23andMe and another company, Pathway Genomics, had increased their offerings by adding information that was considered “actionable” for health care decision making, such as testing for rare variants, drug response based on genetics (pharmacogenetics), and carrier screening [15]. New DTC genetic testing companies continued to join the field, despite ongoing regulatory scrutiny. With minimal federal regulations from the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) of 1988 already in place [16], discussion regarding the best way to proceed quickly gained attention and continued for many years.

At the same time, the clinical genetic testing regulatory system continued to face scrutiny. The Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Genetics, Health, and Society at the National Institutes of Health released an extensive report related to clinical genetic testing in 2008 that pointed out major gaps in the current regulations and offered solutions to many of these problems [17]. The GAO issued a second report in 2010. Several professional societies also issued statements in opposition to DTC genetic testing, maintaining that such testing should be performed and interpreted by medical professionals. In 2010, the FDA held a public workshop on DTC genetic testing to gather more feedback to inform developing policy. Some claimed that DTC tests did not fall under the FDA’s jurisdiction because they reported educational information, however, the FDA’s position was always that DTC tests were medical devices. In 2010, the FDA sent letters to several DTC genomics companies informing them that their tests were medical devices that provided data on “genetic predispositions for important health conditions and medication sensitivities,” as well as pharmacogenetics results that might influence drug treatment. The letters also indicated that these tests did not have FDA clearance or approval. In 2013, the FDA issued a warning letter to 23andMe that prevented it from marketing any health-related genetic reports until the FDA authorization was obtained. In the letter, the FDA stated that it had given the company various opportunities to comply with feedback on analytical and clinical validity requirements for its tests and potential regulatory pathways to pursue, but the agency had received little indication that the company was taking the necessary steps toward compliance [18].

Though these DTC companies have faced some practical hurdles in recent years, the field continues to learn from early challenges and evolve. For example, 23andMe’s Bloom syndrome carrier test report was authorized in 2015, and the FDA exempted this kind of device from premarket review moving forward. Alberto Gutierrez, then director of the Office of In Vitro Diagnostics and Radiological Health at the FDA said, “The FDA believes that in many circumstances it is not necessary for consumers to go through a licensed practitioner to have direct access to their personal genetic information.” This was followed, in April 2017, by the FDA’s decision to authorize 23andMe to market DTC tests that provide information on an individual’s genetic predisposition to certain medical diseases or conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease and late-onset Alzheimer’s disease [19]. While 23andMe currently has the only DTC genetic test to receive FDA authorization, these recent innovative regulatory decisions define a clear path to market for additional DTC genetic tests and are likely to pave the way for expansion of the DTC genetic test industry.

concerning the analytical validity, clinical validity, and clinical utility of the information. Briefly, an assay is analytically valid if it accurately and reproducibly measures what it intends to. A test is clinically valid if what it measures is clinically meaningful [22]. Clinical utility describes the ability of a test to lead to a clinical decision with evidence of improved outcomes, and for a digital device that is manufactured to replace an existing device, this is usually measured by direct comparison to the current standard of care (e.g., a device that attaches to a smartphone to measure blood oxygen saturation versus a battery-operated pulse oximeter). For genetic tests, which may assay up to millions of endpoints, identifying the right studies to demonstrate analytical and clinical validity has been challenging [23], and showing clinical utility is an even higher bar that generally requires more complex clinical studies. Studies of health care professionals show that they consistently have concerns about the quality, reliability, and clinical utility of information from DTC genetic testing [24].

Consumers, and oftentimes their clinicians, are generally not able to assess analytic validity and clinical validity. Consumers might misunderstand clinical utility for usefulness in a real-world context. Thus, a key challenge for the DTC genomics and digital health industries will be navigating these differences in understanding of definitions around validity and utility.

Physicians use health information to help diagnose disease and guide treatment, and generally require the accuracy demonstrated by medical-grade devices, which have strong analytical and clinical validity. For example, mobile medical apps that require FDA approval, such as a Bluetooth-enabled glucometer, may be viewed by physicians as valid tools. Consumers, on the other hand, may see the apps as helpful to maintain or improve their health, manage a condition, or gain insights into their personal habits. For these purposes, their standards for the validity of the information they receive may be less stringent. In addition, a consumer may see personal utility in information that has little clinical utility. For instance, a survey by Rock Health found that 47 percent of consumers were willing to pay $50 for a test to identify a predisposition for Alzheimer’s disease, which has no cure and for which there are early clinical interventions only in clinical trials, whereas only 28 percent were willing to pay the same amount for a genetic test of metabolism [25].

This gap in clinical utility and consumer expectations can create challenges when consumers bring information from DTC devices and apps to their physicians. Many consumer devices, including many wearables, are not intended for clinical use and thus may have performance that is not validated. For example, a study by Wang et al. found that wrist-based wearable devices used for heart rate monitoring varied widely in terms of accuracy compared to the standard chest strap electrode-based monitors prescribed by many physicians for their cardiac patients [26]. Similarly, while accelerometers such as those found in smartphones may be useful to understand a “gestalt” view of activity and serve as motivational tools for health behavior change when coupled with apps, their accuracy as a clinical-grade tool has not been well described. These distinctions may not be clear to many consumers. In addition, many providers, health systems, and electronic health records are not adequately prepared to handle the large amounts of data from DTC genetic testing or digital health apps. When patients bring this information to their providers, they may expect answers or guidance on how it should influence their health behaviors, even though in many cases evidence-backed clinical guidelines do not exist for this type of information. If, instead, providers are not able to respond to the data in a way that consumers expect, they may become frustrated or disappointed, which may lessen the value of the device or app to the consumer.

Accessibility and Reimbursement

When DTC genomics companies first appeared on the market, the cost of some full screening tests ran upwards of $2,000. Thus, the price point was well out of range for the average consumer [15]. As technological improvements were made, these tests decreased in price, allowing more consumers into the market. While the question of whether these technologies will exacerbate health disparities is still being debated, the need for people of all backgrounds to have access to DTC genomics is important [27]. While much genetic variation is shared among all people, there are important differences across populations, and having greater diversity among consumers of genetic testing will help the industry improve the services it provides to everyone. Digital health technology may offer a significant opportunity to reduce health disparities by affordably increasing access to care. According to the Pew Research Center, 77 percent of Americans own
smartphones [28], creating a potential outlet to reach a majority of consumers across socioeconomic and urban and rural divides.

A secondary concern in this area is whether and how these technologies may be reimbursed by third-party payers. While strictly DTC genetic tests have generally stayed out of the reimbursement space, there are physician-prescribed genetic test providers that have taken a hybrid approach by helping people seek reimbursement but limiting an individual's out-of-pocket expense to a certain amount [29]. In addition, as McGuire et al. discussed, in the early stages of DTC genetic testing, reimbursement systems were not ready to handle the challenges of DTC genomics, both in terms of covering the time spent by health care providers reviewing DTC genetic test results, and additional testing prompted by the DTC reported results [30]. Engaging with payers and health care providers may be of value for digital health stakeholders, as it will set expectations for requirements to fully realize the technology in a clinical setting.

Recommendations and Guidelines from Professional Societies

Early on, DTC genetic testing companies were met with caution from professional societies and agencies, including the American Society of Human Genetics (ASHG). ASHG recognized the potential for increased access to testing and greater consumer awareness, but also recommended actions around transparency, provider education, and test and laboratory quality if the field wanted to move forward [31]. For their part, several DTC companies indicated a willingness to work with stakeholder groups to define a set of standards that could help companies in the field self-regulate [13]. As consumers increasingly showed interest in these tests and the evidence base grew, some groups updated their position statements in support of tests that provided meaningful information to patients and proper education to act on the results [32,33].

Because digital health is a relatively young field that is rapidly evolving, gaps exist in guidance and recommendations from professional societies, but key leaders can be engaged to offer direction and encourage innovation. Some groups have sought to help lead the way by creating frameworks and resources for the field, among them the Health App Decision Tree from the Children's Health Fund and an interactive tool created by the FTC. The Health App Decision Tree starts with the question “Is the app selling a product or therapy?” and then goes through a detailed decision-making process of yes-or-no questions until an app developer either gets to an inappropriate app or appropriate app end point [34]. The questions pertain to privacy issues, data settings, and the type of information provided in the app, among others. Another tool created for app developers is the FTC’s Mobile Health Apps Interactive Tool, which helps determine which federal laws apply to the app [35]. Based on 10 yes-or-no questions, the tool provides information on the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), and FDA and FTC laws that may or may not apply based on whether the tool is considered a medical device and who the intended user is. For those areas where HIPAA does not apply, Dzau et al. recommend industry implementation of a “digital Hippocratic oath” to help strengthen data security and privacy for consumers using digital health apps [9].

Data Privacy and Data Accessibility

Many digital health apps collect a large amount of private data about their users, which presents issues of data privacy and security. In the DTC genetics world, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) and HIPAA both provide privacy protections to patients. Despite these important pieces of legislation, there are still gaps—HIPAA may not apply to all players in the DTC genetic testing or digital health space [35,36], and GINA protects against discrimination in health insurance and employment, but not life insurance. Being the steward of users’ personal data may also have other legal ramifications. In 2015, a man named Michael Usry was taken into questioning for an open murder case from 1996, based on a familial DNA search in a publicly searchable database owned by the company Ancestry, which provides customers with genealogical information. When police found similarities between the DNA found at the crime scene and Usry’s father, Ancestry was compelled by a court order to provide the name of Usry’s father [37].

In addition, as it is not always easy to understand what data are being used by apps and devices, consumers may not be aware of how their information is being used. For example, GPS information could be continuously collected in the background of the app without a consumer realizing or remembering that it is still happening. Even if this information on data collection was given to a consumer when downloading the
app or activating it at baseline, the consumer still may not understand what is being presented to them due to digital literacy challenges [38,39]. Furthermore, data collected from sensors connected to mobile devices (e.g., wearables) could be analyzed to predict certain health behaviors such as dental or smoking habits, highlighting potential privacy and insurance implications [40].

Having access to their own data is also important for consumers. A 2016 survey of consumers and physicians showed that 92 percent of patients believe that they should have full access to their health records, while only 18 percent of physicians agree [4]. Similarly, a study by Kaufman et al. showed that the top incentives for people to get involved in a large cohort study included receiving their own lab results, genetic results, and medical records [41]. Government regulations are starting to favor consumers in this regard. The US Department of Health and Human Services states that an individual has the right to access his or her lab results, including the underlying data. This includes, for example, the full underlying gene variant data generated by a lab test that uses next generation sequencing [42]. Increasingly, consumers expect to control their own data [43].

Recommendations and Opportunities

Based on the issues outlined above, we offer the following recommendations for groups developing digital health apps and technologies:

1. Engage early with regulators and professional societies about product development.
2. Identify and articulate well the intended use and audience.
3. Proactively address issues of data privacy and data accessibility.

Engage Early with Regulators and Professional Societies about Product Development

As described above, there remains uncertainty around regulation of apps and services in the digital health space. It is thus valuable to engage with potential regulators early and often in the product development process to determine the appropriate regulatory path, particularly as it relates to generating data to demonstrate the performance of the product. Furthermore, companies may find value in aggregating evidence to substantiate prior claims. Interestingly, in July 2017, the FDA announced new steps to empower consumers and advance digital health care [44]. As part of the Medical Innovation Access Plan, the agency created a new component focused on digital health innovation that included a pre-certification for a software pilot program. The pre-certification would allow companies to submit less information than currently required before marketing new digital health tools.

Still, digital health that goes beyond the FDA classification of a mobile medical app is considered the “wild west” [45]. There is an absence of peer review of apps in health care, which makes ascertaining the quality of an app and verifying its claims challenging for both consumers and health care providers. There is a need for a peer review body or a set of guidelines that clinicians and consumers can look to for guidance. Peer review of apps may also be needed during the peer review process of manuscripts that focus on digital health tools used in studies. Engaging with professional societies can help drive the development of consensus guidelines that will make it easier to develop products and drive the industry forward more quickly.

Identify and Articulate Well the Intended Use and Audience

As consumers and health care providers have different requirements and expectations for digital health products, developers should identify the intended use and audience for their products. A product that is aimed at clinicians, or is intended to produce information a consumer would share with a clinician, may need to demonstrate a certain level of analytical validity, clinical validity, and/or clinical utility before a clinician would find the information valuable. A product that is intended for a consumer’s educational or personal use, however, may not need the same level of validation. Identifying who will use the product and how will help define what types of studies need to be conducted to support the product’s intended uses.

In addition, identifying who will use the product can help define who should pay for the product and, as appropriate, how it can be integrated in the health system. A product aimed at consumers will involve considerations of cost in terms of accessibility to many consumers. There may be different considerations if a developer wants to seek reimbursement from third-party payers, so engagement with those groups during the development of the product can provide guidance. Given the already limited time and capacity of health care providers, a new model for incorporating data from digital health technologies into health care...
may be needed, both in terms of clinical workflow and reimbursement models, which, again, may require a multistakeholder approach from those involved in the industry.

### Proactively Address Issues of Data Privacy and Data Accessibility

The privacy of their personal health information is important to many consumers, even early adopters [46]. Digital health app developers should proactively address privacy challenges by evaluating potential privacy issues and creating a consumer-centric privacy policy that describes how customer data are used. Some companies even publish a transparency report describing government requests for data [47,48], which many see as a welcome additional step.

To encourage open data-sharing policies and allow consumers to be stewards of their own data, digital health technology developers should build application programming interfaces to make it easier for users to access and share their data with other services. Developers should also consider working together to come up with data standards that will make it easier to share, exchange, and understand the data. Making the data more portable will support the growth of the industry as a whole. Giving consumers dynamic and granular data-sharing, access, and privacy preference tools could accelerate knowledge gain and benefits for health. With the larger amount of personal health data that will be stored, we also note that certain security issues will need to be addressed. In the health care setting, recent data breaches have highlighted some of the vulnerabilities in data security, which may have serious consequences for patients and consumers. Health care organizations have indicated that they lack the infrastructure and expertise to ensure necessary data protections for patients [40]. As new technologies come to the market, it will be important for developers to build security protections within their devices to thwart potential cyberattacks aimed at disabling or manipulating devices.

### Future Potential

When the internet was in its infancy, many people believed it would serve as a tool for basic education and research — or, in other words, be a simpler way to communicate. User growth of more than 500 percent between 2000 and 2012 has led to the evolution of an incomprehensibly influential tool that has molded the world — and will continue to do so [49]. Many people believe that precision health has the potential to follow a similar trajectory of growth, and if used effectively, the field of digital health could be a catalyst for accelerating its rise. Similar in complexity to the genome, the internet and smartphones feature a majority of users who are not familiar with how they work. As knowledge and technology advance to widen the range of people participating in genetic testing, an extremely large and influential dataset could be created, providing new opportunities to accelerate research, drug development, and precision health. The DTC genomics industry has had to navigate the challenges of regulatory issues, health care provider and consumer expectations, and privacy issues. Digital health, by learning from some of the lessons learned by DTC genomics, may be able to more efficiently integrate with the health care system and, in turn, help realize the full potential of precision health for the larger population.
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